Walmart speaker wire kit

Unless you're a hard-core audiophile, don't even think of buying expensive speaker wires or
interconnect cables. I get this question all the time, "Do I need to spend a lot of money on wire?
True, you'll use a cable a lot longer than it takes to drink a bottle, but I wouldn't recommend
spending more on a single set of wires than you'd spend on wine--unless you're an audiophile.
Audiophiles obsess about the tiniest details of sound quality. That, and we frequently listen
attentively, an activity few non-audiophiles ever do. Everybody else puts music on and then
reads, talks, works, exercises, or cooks. So if you're not really listening, I wholeheartedly agree,
spending money on expensive cables isn't a smart move. Another thing, you'd have to own a
pretty decent set of speakers to hear the benefit of better cables, and if you already have a set
of great speakers you're probably an audiophile. So all of you non-audiophiles can rejoice.
Don't let anyone talk you into spending a lot of money on a speaker or interconnect cable! Head
on over to your local hardware store, Blue Jean Cable, or MonoPrice and buy dirt-cheap, decent
quality cables. But before you buy a speaker cable from anybody, first grab a tape measure and
determine the lengths of each cable; accurately measure the distances, including running the
wires over furniture or doorways for each speaker. And measure the distance to the subwoofer
from the receiver, which probably needs an interconnect cable. If the speaker wire packaging
lists a "gauge," 12 to 20 gauge would be fine; the higher the number, the skinnier the cable's
metal conductors will be. So 12 or 14 gauge might be too thick to squeeze into the speaker and
receiver's connecting holes, but if you need to run long lengths, more than 25 feet, go for the
thicker stuff. Trim away enough strands at each end to squeeze the remaining strands into the
connectors' holes. In either case, it's good, "oxygen free" copper wire. MonoPrice rules! Once
you have the wire at home, cut it to the lengths you need, and strip away a half-inch of
insulation at each end to expose the bare metal strands. Twist the strands into a bundle to
eliminate any loose strands. If they touch they will "short" and trip your receiver's protection
circuitry, or blow a fuse, or in the worst case scenario, damage your receiver. Check the
connections, and check them again before you turn you the amp on. Failure to do so won't harm
the receiver or speakers, but the sound of the reversed connections will be "out of phase. With
the banana plugs it's easy to plug and unplug the wire connections. Before you order the
bananas, look at the speaker's and receiver's connectors to determine if they will accept banana
plugs if you're not sure what you're looking for consult the owner's manual. With the MonoPrice
wires I just described, you will have to attach the bananas yourself. No big deal, it should take
just a minute per banana. Or buy "preterminated" speaker wires with banana plugs already
attached, from Blue Jean Cable. If your powered subwoofer didn't come with an interconnect
cable most do not , check out Blue Jean's offerings. The cables are terminated with RCA plugs.
MonoPrice and Blue Jean Cables also sell video cables and a vast variety of adapters for great
prices. There's no reason why bona fide audiophiles should automatically turn up their noses at
MonoPrice and Blue Jean's wires. And yes, I hear worthwhile differences in the sound of better
cables. If you don't that's fine with me; invest the wire budget money in better speakers, amps,
and so on. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our
policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. Who needs expensive audio cables? Steve Guttenberg. July 22, a. Blue Jean Cables,
with banana connectors. Blue Jean Cables Audiophiles obsess about the tiniest details of
sound quality. Discuss: Who needs expensive audio cables? Eliminate some of those pesky
cables from your surround-sound set up with these "wireless" home cinema systems. Want to
go with 5. The good news You'll never get rid of speaker wire completely, but we've rounded up
a few home cinema systems that at least eliminate the biggest headache - connecting the long
run to the rear speakers in the back of your room. These kits have big sonic impact, and the
clutter-free style to match. The bad news Although you'll be free of a couple obtrusive lengths
of speaker cable, you'll still need to find power points for the rear speakers in these systems.
LG LH-W wireless home theatre Read review The LH-W is a decent system that performs well
with both audio and video, and the wireless rears are a breeze to set up. Be respectful, keep it
civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to
read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Look, Ma - No wires: Home
cinema kits with wireless speakers Eliminate some of those pesky cables from your
surround-sound set up with these "wireless" home cinema systems. Pam Carroll. Discuss:
Look, Ma - No wires: Home cinema kits with wireless speakers. The LH-W is a decent system
that performs well with both audio and video, and the wireless rears are a breeze to set up.
Sony's DAV-LF1 is one of the best-looking sound systems we've seen that doesn't sacrifice
sound quality for style. Welcome to my Instructable on how to make your own high end audio
interconnects! This guide will take you from start to finish through the process of building your
own DIY, braided, multi-strand speaker interconnects like the ones shown above. These can be
made in any length and in many different colors and styles, limited only by your imagination.

High end audio cables are big money. And that's only for 1m Cables! The answer is simple:
nothing! They can charge sky-high prices because they claim the geometry and the design of
the wires will improve the quality of the sound of your system. But what if you just want them
because they look cool? With the amazing profit margin on these "high-end" speaker wires,
companies can afford to put some pretty fancy gold-plated connectors, nylon mesh, colored
heat shrink, and fancy designs on these cables. There's no denying they look great and can
really bring an attention to detail to your system that you wouldn't otherwise have. So what is
the average educated consumer to do? The answer is to build your own! It's quite easy and in
this how-to I will be walking you through the steps required to build your own 4 conductor
braided speaker cables. I will be pointing out some tips I learned along the way so you don't
have to make the same mistakes that I did. The first thing to do before you go to the store or
place any orders online is make a plan. You must consider what you want the final product to
look like and what things you absolutely need to have. Some important things to keep in mind
during this phase are:. The overall length of the cable depends on how far your speakers are
from your amplifier, for a desktop setup 1m cables should be fine for most situations, for a
home theater or a listening room your will need to take specific measurements. The overall
length of the cable is also dependent on the style of cable you wish to have. A braided wire
requires longer wires than a twisted cable to end up with the same overall length. If you aren't
able to buy large rolls of wire you may want to reconsider trying to make that 6m speaker cable
with a tight 4 wire braid. If you're strapped for materials, a simple twisted pair of wires with a
Techflex covering will work just a well as a 4 wire braid, and it will use much less raw materials
to create. The number of wires per cable will directly affect how the final product looks, there
are countless ways to weave and braid wires together. Using multiple lengths of thinner wire
can allow a cable to be more flexible and still be used in high wattage setups. I personally prefer
a 4 wire braid as I believe it looks the best, this is the method I will be demonstrating in this
how-to, but as always you're free to use any method of braiding that you can think of! If you're
not good at braiding a simple three wire braid of thick wire can be used, this method is easy for
anyone to do. Simply only use two of the three conductors. The gauge of the wire is a measure
of how thick the wire is. The gauge, length, and material used to make a wire tells us how much
current we can put through a wire before it will get too hot and melt the insulation. For a
speaker setup generally anything 24AWG or lower is fine. Note that gauge is an inverse scale,
meaning that as the value increases the wire diameter gets smaller. For this project I will be
using 4, 16AWG wires for each cable, two for the positive side and two for the negative side.
This is major overkill, and frankly totally unnecessary, but the thick wires look much nicer than
thin wires and they fit perfectly into the paracord. As long as your wires are at maximum 24AWG
you should be fine. That means that the wires on the negative and positive side of the cable are
at maximum 24AWG. You can use several thin wires and have the same effect, so long as the
equivalent gauge is no larger than 24AWG. It should be noted that a general rule is that when
two equal gauge wires are used in parallel the equivalent gauge is the gauge of one wire minus
three. So the gauge of the cables I will be making is 13AWG equivalent. Do not exceed this
number when picking a wire gauge. The resistivity of 24 AWG copper wire is 85 ohms per
kilometer of wire. Therefore I maintain my statement that 24awg wire is acceptable to use for
low power stereos. The colors of the cable will depend on the color wire used and if you decide
to sheath the cable in heat shrink, paracord, or Techflex. In this how to I will be using a
combination of paracord and heat shrink tubing to make my cable. You may choose any method
of coloration, some have even used Teflon tape as a way of turning their entire cable a pristine
white color. Originally I was going to use Techflex but ended up deciding against it, the image
above shows what Techflex looks like over a twisted pair or paracord sheathed wires. However
the cheapest and easiest method is always leaving the wires bare. The termination is completely
up to you, if you're unsure you can always leave the ends of the wires bare and simply attach
them to your system as you would regular speaker wire. I will be using banana plugs in this how
to as all of my equipment has 5-way binding posts. If you're unsure of what kind of termination
to use, check the wires that are already on your system now and use the same style of
termination that is already on them. I personally recommend banana plugs as they are the
easiest to work with if you ever have to move your system. And that's it! This project doesn't
require any fancy tools, in fact I have done almost all of the construction in my dorm room while
at school. The materials you will need will depend mostly on what you want the final product to
look like, I will be using the following materials. Some things to note: Get the cheapest three
conductor extension cord with 16 AWG conductors you can find. The cheaper cables are easier
to disassemble cleanly. More expensive cables have the outermost layer of insulation tightly
formed around the inner conductors, this will be much more difficult to remove. The cheap
cables have the wires loosely inside the outer covering. Go for an assortment of heat shrink

tubing when buying as it can be hard to know exactly what size of heat shrink you will need.
Also, if you can find it, some brands of heat shrink have a glue on the inside that when heated
will stick to the wire as the tube shrinks. This will make a much stronger and more durable
connection. Also opt for heat shrink instead of This ratio is the ratio of un-shunk size to shrunk
size, the tubing will be tighter when shrunk. These can be saved for a future project if you like.
Inside the extension cable you will see three 16 AWG wires, these wires will become our
speaker cables. Then pull the three conductors out, the outer insulation should just tear cleanly
as you pull. Fold this in half and cut it, this should leave you with 6x You'll notice that as it
stands there aren't enough conductors to complete two cables, that's perfectly alright. Since I
will be making two cables, I will need 8 conductors total, so I folded the black and white wires in
half and cut them. You should now be left with 8x 6. I will be saving the green wires for another
project in the future so I did not cut them in half, but if you did you could make three speaker
cables from just one extension cable. Now we must turn our attention to the paracord, the
specific type of paracord I will be using in this Instructable is called paracord This means that
it's rated to Lbs, which is quite impressive in itself. It's very important to cut both ends or else
this next step will not work. Simply pull this nylon core out of the paracord, it's not held in place
by anything and should easily slide right out. You can save this if you'd like, as it is very strong
and will make an excellent rope. Or you could recycle it. This is what we want to save for the
next step. Now it is time to cover out wires with the paracord we prepped earlier. However it's
not as simple as just sliding the paracord over the wire. The issue with attempting to just slide
the paracord onto the wire is that the inner copper strands of the wire will inevitably catch on
the woven nylon of the paracord. This is because as you are inching the paracord down the
length of the wire it will also inch the wire's outer insulation down the inner conductor a bit too.
This will cause the inner copper wire strands to poke out and catch on the paracord, making
sliding it over the wire impossible. The fix involves a lighter or some other source of heat. Warm
up the end of the wire until it begins to melt, then roll the melted end of the wire between your
fingers or on the table to form a rounded end. This will prevent the wire from catching on the
paracord and make sliding the paracord over it much easier. Slide the paracord over all the
pieces of wire you will be using. Try to use lighter colored paracord on lighter colored wires and
darker colored paracord on darker colored wires, this will make the colors appear more vibrant.
In my case I put the silver paracord on the white wire I have, and the orange and black paracord
on the black wire I have. Make sure to leave a half inch of wire showing on one end, wrap a
small piece of tape around this end. The tape will hold the paracord on the wire while we are
braiding the strands later. There are tons of different ways you could weave your cables
together, unfortunately I am not good with complex braiding techniques, so I opted for a very
simple 4 strand braid. Tape the 4 sleeved wires to the table as shown in the first image and
begin to braid. Of course this isn't the only way to braid 4 wires, you're always free to use
whatever method you'd like! Some things to note: - Do not pull the braid too tight, this will
drastically shorten the final length of the wire. However if you have the resources available a
tight braid looks much cleaner and nicer than a loose one in my opinion. I practiced on some
spare wires and I still had to restart one of my braids because I skipped a step by accident. If
you're going to invest this much effort into something a simple as a speaker wire, you might as
well make it perfect : - Put several pieces of duct tape down to hold the wires to the table you're
working on. It's quite annoying to have to re-tape the wires because they detached from the
table mid-braid. Once the wires have been completely braided all of the way down, un-braid the
first and last 5" of cable and twist the like-colored wires together. The cable is now braided and
close to complete! Now gather your terminations, your almost completed speaker wires, and
any tools required to connect your terminations. I will be adding banana plugs, and the type of
banana plugs I will be using only require a small flat-head screwdriver to attach. Make sure they
are as tight as you would like them to be in the finished product. This is how long the leads will
be on the end of the cable. Use your wire cutters or scissors to cut the wires here. Don't heat it
up too much you want this to be a loose shrink. If done correctly, the paracord should be neatly
tucked under the heat shrink tubing. Remove the excess paracord form the end of the wire.
Then slide the already shrunk heat shrink tubing down the length of the wire an inch or so to
make room to attach the terminals. Strip the ends of the wires and twist them together. Then
attach the rest of your terminal to the bare twisted wires. Mine simply required that I tighten
down a small grub screw to hold the wires in place. Then screw your terminals together, making
sure all the connections are tight and secure. It will be difficult to fix any issues once the cables
are completed so double check everything now. Then slide the medium sized piece of heat
shrink up and shrink it. It should look like picture 16 when completed. I used an entire piece of
heat shrink and shrunk it around the body of the banana plug and the wires going into it. Doing
it this way will add some strain relief to the cables. Make sure the tubing is completely shrunk

all the way. After it is completed it should look like the 18th image. I recommend twisting the
wires together again while the final piece of heat shrink is still hot, this will allow it to hold the
twisted shape better. Some tips: -Make sure your blade is sharp it will reduce the risk of
accidentally cutting through the insulation. As always you should always test the integrity of
your connections using a multimeter, before you attach them to your valuable stereo system.
Make sure to check that there are no shorts between the negative and positive wires for each
cable. The resistance values should be very low, if you see a value that is anything above 1 ohm
that is cause for concern and means that there is a bad connection somewhere. Double check
your terminals, if your terminals appear properly connected move onto step 2b. If the resistance
of the wires is still high, that means you might have a bad conductor. Try to narrow down which
wire it is by using your meter. Unfortunately there is no easy fix for this situation as it will
require you to un-braid the entire cable and replace the bad wire. If the wires check out alright
move onto step 2c. Some times cheaply made terminals and connectors can have an oxide layer
that would prevent a good connection. This is not usually an issue with solder-on terminals but
with compression terminals like banana plugs this can cause real issues. Take your terminals
and clean them with some isopropyl alcohol. This will help remove the oxidation layer, if that
doesn't work a solvent like DeOxit should be your best bet at easily removing oxidation. If all
else fails use some sandpaper to clean the surface and solder the wires in. This will make
removing the banana plugs harder but it will ensure a perfect electrical connection. Attach the
positive and negative terminals to their appropriate points and fire up some tunes! If your
cables don't work well refer to the procedure listed in steps 2b and 2c. If you've reached this
point you now know how to make your own beautiful set of high quality, and durable speaker
wires. The cables I described how to build in this tutorial are good for at least a thousand watts
of power, and if properly built should last through many years of abuse. The colors and style of
your cables can be easily modified to match your existing decor, allowing the cables on your
stereo to blend in with your room or stand out from the surroundings. One possible use for
these cables is a Bi-amp setup. A bi-amp setup is where two independent amplifiers are used to
drive one speaker. One amp takes care of the low frequencies and one amp takes care of the
high frequencies. By attaching 4 independent banana plugs to each end of each cable you can
run only one cable to connect both amplifiers to each speaker, instead of running two lengths of
speaker wire. As always I cannot stress enough that these cables will not change the sound of
your stereo, these are meant for decorative purposes only. These cables are great if you move
your system around a lot or if your speaker wires are blatantly visible. This same method of
construction can be scaled up or down to create wires for many different applications. Using
thin flexible wires will allow you to make custom headphone cables for headphones with
removable wires. Or using more wires per cable will allow you to make your own wires for PA
systems or systems that deliver thousands of watts of power. This simple design is cheap and
will allow you to make whatever custom cables you want for much less than it would cost to buy
them. I hope you have enjoyed my Instructable, this is my first post in many many years and I
would love to hear your feedback! Did something similar but took a different direction. See pics
below. Materials: half inch net jacket spool , 12AWG oxygen free copper speaker wire Radio
Shack, excellent cable and cheap , speaker wire "boots" from a seller on Amazon, and gold
plated 90 degree banana clips with a compression screw fitting. I bi-wired the speaker as shown
in the third pic, so that's 2 sets of wires going into the net jacket. Really pleased with the results
and the cable is a beast. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. Hey I really like the look of the
speaker wire inside those sleeves, you don't happen to have a link to it do you? I'd love to use
some of it in my next project! The wire is on sale, it's radio shacks premium brand. Auvio
12awg. You can get different patterns also, not just black. Technically it's called PET
expandable jacket. Also don't forget the right size shrink tube. It needs to be huge if you're
bi-wiring with this cable. Wow that stuff looks nice and think I'll have to pick some up next time
I'm near a Radioshack. I really like how your cables turned out they're very clean! Reply 5 years
ago. I just found materials to copy the look and function of the high end stuff like you did. Better
hurry on that radio shack wire, they're going out of business. I know! It's sad really, though it's
still available online so I might place an order as they're are no Radioshacks anywhere near me
anymore :. Several years ago at CES, I participated in a blind A-B test, which occurred after
hours at a famous cable vendors suite sorry, can't say who. We used about fifteen or twenty
different cables all the way from from 18g lamp wire to high-end silver audiophile cables costing
several hundred dollars. The test was performed using a very nice Yamaha system with JBL
monitors There were several audio professionals and enthusiasts that also participated. The
results were very interesting. All of us could definitely hear a difference when going to pure
copper oxygen free cable from a standard cable within the same gauge. We could also hear a
marked difference when increasing from 18g to 16g, and from 16g to higher gauge. Remember

this was done in a blind A-B test and the results were almost unanimous. However testing
among similarly gauged cables, as long as they were oxygen free or silver, was much less clear.
There was a lot of disagreement and price had very little to do with how a cable ranked. In fact a
very modestly priced 12 gauge Radio Shack oxygen free cable was the consensus winner,
narrowly edging out a very expensive silver audiophile cable. But like I said, there was a lot of
disagreement and the only real loser was the host whose two cables consistently performed in
the bottom half of the higher gauge cables. I've even noticed this in medium quality home and
car systems. Reply 5 days ago. Impossible, only the level can be affected, not the quality,
capacitance and inducion are far too small to be relevant. Instead of your easily influenced ear,
try with an oscilloscope. Question 3 months ago. I might be under the influence of the
audiophile Kool-Aid but using the wires from a cheap extention cord that I would use with my
dads old electric powertools, I don't know but wouldn't it be prone to interference and such
resulting in sound quality issues? On a related note, is there a difference between using a wire
thats made of a single strand of copper or whatever VS a wire that's made of hundreds of fine
stands twisted together? Answer 5 days ago. If someone can show me the difference on a short
length cable, I swear I'll serve him the rest of my life. Several amps circulate in a speaker cable,
how could such a strong signal could be affected by "interferences" of micro or nanoamps? If
you believe this, you believe in astrology which says a star at billions light years can affect you
more than, let's say, the moon or you neighbour car. Question 8 months ago on Step I plan to
make similar braided cables to yours that need to end up 32 feet long. I need to know how much
extra length is required by the braiding. Yours stated with Its dirty copper in that powercord
massmarket. Result would be greater much than and for just little few bucks more Wire transfer
signal - most important part. Looks rediculous that someone criticize branded cables and put
worst shyte wire in fancy cloth hahaha Whats the point? Lets paint fiat punto into Porsche
colour and get :. I am not sure how much capacitance you need to cause trouble, but it would
vary with any higher frequency noise around to pick up. Do you know if there are any "rules of
thumb" for where capacitance becomes a problem? I was going to mention something about
that too! But I do respect the fact that this is for looks. Next round use copper braid ground
around each cable and a flexible clear shrink tubing and you will have a beautiful and clean
sounding creation! Have you measured some parameters of your cables? What about the DC
rezistance, parallel capacitance or series inductance? Than you can see how good your cables
are. One of mine craft. At audio frequencies capacitance and inductance of a cable would have
to be pretty large to make any significant difference. By junits15 Follow. More by the author:.
About: I'm a university student from the good ol' USA! I'm studying Electrical Engineering and
loving every second of it! Some important things to keep in mind during this phase are: Overall length needed - Style of cable braided, twisted, heat shrunk, sleeved etc. Style The
overall length of the cable is also dependent on the style of cable you wish to have. Wires per
cable The number of wires per cable will directly affect how the final product looks, there are
countless ways to weave and braid wires together. Gauge The gauge of the wire is a measure of
how thick the wire is. Colors The colors of the cable will depend on the color wire used and if
you decide to sheath the cable in heat shrink, paracord, or Techflex. Termination The
termination is completely up to you, if you're unsure you can always leave the ends of the wires
bare and simply attach them to your system as you would regular speaker wire. To make the
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cables I will be demonstrating there are a few basic tools you will need: - A pair of wire
strippers that can accommodate the gauge of wire you are using 16 AWG in this case - A good
pair of scissors and or wire cutters - A lighter or heat gun - A roll of duct tape, or similar
strength tape not pictured - A knife or a razor blade - Tools to connect the terminations you are
using depends on the style of termination In my case I used a small screwdriver. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. ChrisJ14 5 years
ago on Introduction. Reply Upvote. ChrisJ14 junits15 Reply 5 years ago on Introduction.
ChrisJ14 junits15 Reply 5 years ago. CourtneyS4 5 years ago on Introduction. Answer Upvote.
This is fantastic! And by someone with EE knowledge!! Well done and thank you! SuminaZ 2
years ago. Daniel sparksnflames Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. HowToEngineer
sparksnflames Reply 5 years ago. Daniel mengel Reply 5 years ago on Introduction.

